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Systems that generate antigenic variation enable pathogens to evade host

immune responses and are intricately interwoven with major pathogen

traits, such as host choice, growth, virulence and transmission. Although

much is understood about antigen switching at the molecular level, little

is known about the cross-scale links between these molecular processes

and the larger-scale within and between host population dynamics that

they must ultimately drive. Inspired by the antigenic variation system of

African trypanosomes, we apply modelling approaches to our expanding

understanding of the organization and expression of antigen repertoires,

and explore links across these scales. We predict how pathogen population

processes are determined by underlying molecular genetics and infer

resulting selective pressures on important emergent repertoire traits.
1. Introduction
Understanding the population dynamics of pathogens is essential for con-

trolling infectious disease. One key factor in infection dynamics is antigenic

variation, an immune evasion strategy shared by bacteria, viruses and proto-

zoa [1–5], posing a major impediment to infection control within [6,7] and

between hosts [8]. Among protozoan parasites the most prominent examples

are Plasmodium falciparum, the malaria parasite, and the African trypanosome,

causative agent of human sleeping sickness and livestock disease in Africa.

As a result of antigenic variation, such vector-borne parasites are able to

escape host immune responses, chronically infect and reinfect a broad host

range and modulate the pathobiology of individual infections [4,9].

Typically, the within-host dynamics of these pathogens are characterized by

the sequential emergence and replacement of different antigenic variants, creating

an oscillating parasite load. Antigen switching is rooted in differential expression,

one at a time, of members of a silent antigen gene archive, which in trypanosomes

encodes variant surface glycoprotein (VSG), and in P. falciparum encodes

P. falciparum erythrocyte membrane protein 1 (PfEMP1). The trypanosome

archive has more than 1600 VSG genes [10] whose appearance follows a hierar-

chy, such that certain variants are activated preferentially over others, which is

thought to have evolved as a core mechanism for optimizing the use of the

archive [11]. In contrast to the huge family size of VSG in trypanosomes,

PfEMP1 in Plasmodium is encoded by a family of roughly 60 var genes, involved

in antigenic variation, virulence and adhesion to host receptors.

Across pathogens, there is evidence that hierarchy in antigen expression

arises primarily via pathogen genetic factors governing gene switching, fol-

lowed by immune selection [2,12–14]. Such factors include the chromosomal

position of different antigen gene locus types [13], subtle differences in the

flanks of the genes [2], and degree of identity between coding sequences [10,15].

Building on existing models of antigenic variation [16–22], there is a real oppor-

tunity now to develop a transdisciplinary framework for synthesizing a new

understanding of the mechanistic links between archive architecture, pathogen

population dynamics within hosts and transmission between host individuals.
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Table 1. Bottom up determinants of antigen switch rates.

genetic factors involved

repulsiveness The probability of a gene to switch off may depend on genetic factors such as chromosomal location and transcription instability.

For trypanosomes, early VSG inactivate at the rate of unrepaired expression site breakage, modified by the rate of recopying

the same silent gene into the site, while later VSG inactivate by becoming converted by related silent genes. In P. falciparum,

var genes have intrinsic inactivation frequencies, which appear to be related in part to complex forward and backward patterns

in the switching lattice that links all of the repertoire [26]. There is also a position effect, such that var genes located in

central chromosomal regions are expressed stably, possibly influenced by their promoter type, while those at subtelomeres

switch off more frequently [27].

attractiveness The intrinsic probability of a gene to be activated, independently of the gene being expressed, may depend on various factors,

such as chromosomal location or number of repeats in flanking regions, as shown for Trypanosoma brucei [11]. In the simpler

case of the single, circular bacterial chromosome, another factor that may contribute to the attractiveness of a particular gene

is its spatial distance from the expression site: the further away, the lower its chances of being activated (e.g. pseudogenes in

the bacterium Anaplasma phagocytophilum [28]).

mutual

relatedness

The third component of the gravity model relates exclusively to mutual properties of the gene pair. Intragenic conversion of a

segment from a silent gene or pseudogene into an expression site is a common theme in antigenic variation of a number of

parasites and bacterial pathogens [29], and it seems to be highly favoured by the degree of coding sequence identity between

the currently expressed and the new gene. A classical example is the formation and expression of mosaic VSG genes in the

chronic stages of trypanosome infections [10]. This would make f a decreasing function of mutual genetic distance, for

example, a power-law, or a decaying exponential.
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The recent availability of parasite genome data is reveal-

ing the structure and fine-scale architecture of antigen gene

archives [10,23,24], thus calling for an evolutionary perspective

to understand such complexity. In this article, we start this pro-

cess, laying down a blue print for how these ideas might be

linked together. We suggest that parasite genetic information,

integrated with dynamic models of the within-host ecology

and transmission, could be used to reveal the adaptive signifi-

cance of archive structures and generate fresh insights about

their function and deeper evolutionary ecology.
2. Material and methods
(a) From parasite genetics to antigen switch rates
Regardless of the specific genetic mechanisms involved, the

event of switching from expression of one gene to another can

depend on at least three types of factor: (i) properties of the

gene that is being switched off; (ii) properties of the gene that

is being activated; and (iii) shared properties between the two.

Therefore, the rate at which gene j switches to gene i can be

seen as a function of the individual contributions of these factors.

Borrowing the notion of a gravity model [25], widely used in

economic and traffic models, we propose to describe switch

rates between two antigen genes as

s ji ¼ fðRj;Ai;fðd jiÞÞ; ð2:1Þ

where Rj (‘repulsiveness’ of the current gene) describes the

intrinsic propensity of a gene to switch away, Ai (‘attractiveness’

of the new gene) describes the intrinsic probability that a gene is

activated and f(dji) is a function of the mutual relatedness

between the two. In the context of antigenic variation, mutual

relatedness dji can be coding sequence identity between the

two genes, or regions of the two genes, or any other mutual fea-

ture with direct influence on their capacity to interact and

recombine. Such recombination-driven switching has been

observed for trypanosomes in the chronic stages of infection
when mosaic genes get expressed [10]. Typically, in a gravity

model, the function f involves a product of the three components,

Rj, Ai and f. In table 1, we outline how these factors can depend

on molecular mechanisms acting at the level of the parasite

genome, and how they might vary from gene to gene and

across pathogens.

To specify such a model, it is essential to quantify empirically

features of antigen genes individually, and in higher-order

groupings in a bottom-up fashion [26], and this remains a

major challenge. While understanding such bottom-up mechan-

isms may enable genetic control and possibly intervention into

the parasite switching process at high resolution, consideration

of the macro-structure emerging in the archive from all switch

rates is also important for understanding the role of the archive

in parasite dynamics and fitness. Frank [19] has noted that selec-

tion on the archive might not operate at the level of individual

switch rates, but rather on more collective structural properties,

such as their magnitude ranges.

Recent empirical findings from antigen repertoires of differ-

ent pathogens point towards a clustered genetic architecture

composed of blocks of highly intra-connected variants and low

between-block switch rates [11,23]. Based on this view, we pro-

pose a simplified description of the antigen archive using only

three parameters: the number of genes in a single block (block

size, h), the number of such blocks Nblocks and e(,1), the average

between-/within-block switching ratio (see the electronic sup-

plementary material, S1 for details). Variation in any of these

archive ‘traits’ results from fine-tuning of many entries sij of

the switch matrix and has non-trivial implications for parasite

within-host dynamics and transmission.
(b) From switch rates to within-host dynamics
The dynamics of each variant depend on the kinetic interactions

between parasite cells and host immunity. The model we use is

tailored to trypanosome antigenic variation [22], but has some

parallels with other pathogen systems, such as P. falciparum.

For example, the parasite population is subdivided between

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 1. Illustration of an antigen gene block structure. (a) Antigen archive
architecture. Switching within blocks of genes happens at a higher rate than
switching between blocks. The magnitude of each switch rate (edge between
nodes) can be formulated in terms of a gravity model, and hence possibly
estimated directly from parasite genetics. (b) Antigen switch matrix. A typical
switch matrix used in our models, SNxN ¼ sij, is displayed as a heatmap,
where red entries, within blocks, represent larger magnitude switch rates
obtained through simulation, than entries between blocks, given by the blue
range. See the electronic supplementary material, S1 for details on the
precise construction of S.
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N antigenically distinct variants and each variant has two life

stages, in our case replicating (slender) and non-replicating

(stumpy). We consider infection dynamics after initiation with

a single variant. New variants are generated through antigen

switching of existing parasites. Variant emergence is stochastic,

governed by an underlying Markov process. As the infection pro-

ceeds, we track the probability that any variant has not yet been

generated by time t. This probability crucially depends on the

switch rates from other variants, assembled into a block structure

matrix (figure 1).

When the generation probability of a new variant exceeds a

certain threshold, that variant is expressed and starts to grow.

Slender cells divide and are subject to antibody-mediated killing

in a mass-action fashion. Furthermore, they can revert to stumpy

form through density-dependent differentiation as the total

population size increases. Stumpy cells instead do not divide

and have a fixed lifespan; this enables the total parasite popu-

lation to settle at the within-host carrying capacity (K ) in the

absence of immune control. Stumpy cells are killed by antibodies

less efficiently than slender cells, with the consequence that,

once antibodies arise, the non-replicating transmissive parasite

forms persist longer in the host. Specific immunity receives

equal stimulation from both cell types, with a characteristic

delay. As a variant grows, the immune response grows in a satur-

ating manner from 0 (assuming no prior exposure), up to a

maximum of 1. Persistence of variant-specific immunity, even

in the absence of antigen stimulation, prevents re-appearance

of the same variant within the infection. For full model details

refer to the electronic supplementary material, S1.
(c) Within-host dynamics and parasite fitness in
one host

The net duration of host infectiousness, determining parasite

local transmission success, is equal to the probability of the

host to transmit the infection b(t), weighted by the instantaneous

host survival probability w(t), and integrated over the entire

infection period. This index of parasite fitness in a single host

(infection fitness) is given by

F ¼
ð1

0

bðtÞwðtÞdt; ð2:2Þ

where b and w depend directly on parasite dynamics within the

host. Quantifying this dependence empirically and theoretically
is crucial and lies at the heart of nested modelling [30]. The com-

position of archive blocks, and links between them, reflected

in the switch matrix, can be key to the number, size, shape and

separation of parasitaemia peaks throughout infection. These

influences arise from the interplay between host and parasite

parameters [22]. When the parasite expresses many blocks

sequentially, several parasitaemia peaks develop in the form of

block waves. For each block, peak parasite load and duration

are determined by intrinsic growth rates of the constituent var-

iants, kinetics and extent of differentiation to the non-dividing

transmission stage, and variant-specific clearance mediated by

host immunity. The lower the switch rates between blocks, the

more decoupled the dynamics of each block and the greater

the separation between subsequent peaks. All these character-

istics influence parasite transmission probability to the vector,

b, and host survival, w. Evidence from vector-borne para-

sites [31–33] suggests that b might simply depend on a

threshold number of transmissible parasites, needed to guarantee

infection of the vector. In formulating host survival probability,

w, from within-host dynamics, we assume it depends only on

host’s natural mortality rate, and the cumulative total parasi-

taemia experienced over infection, multiplied by a per capita
virulence factor (see the electronic supplementary material,

S2–S3 for details and applications).

(d) From fitness in one host to fitness in the field
For parasites that can infect many hosts and alternate between

hosts and vectors, overall fitness in the field is determined by

these transmission events [34]. The basic reproduction number,

R0, in a heterogeneous host population becomes the sum of the

contributions by all host types to the transmission cycle of

the parasite:

R0 ¼
Z
g

X
j[ host types

ajb2
j Fj

Hj
; ð2:3Þ

where Z is the abundance of vectors, Hj the abundance of each

host type, aj the probability a host of type j becomes infected

from an infectious bite, g vector mortality rate, bj denotes the

per capita vector bite rate on host type j and Fj is the average

within-host parasite fitness in hosts of type j (see the electronic

supplementary material, S4). If there is vertical transmission of

the parasite, the expression for R0 will have an additional term

that explicitly sums the number of secondary cases generated

via vertical transmission in the host population. Since the

extent to which vertical transmission occurs in trypanosomes is

unknown [35], we do not include it in this formulation. Equation

(2.2) can be used to calculate Fj under the assumption that hosts

of the same type are characterized by the same within-host para-

site dynamics and epidemiological parameters. If R0 . 1, the

parasite can maintain itself after introduction into a totally sus-

ceptible host population. It has been argued that evolution of

multi-host parasites depends on the interplay between con-

straints at the within- and between-host level [36]. A globally

optimal parasite trait maximizes R0 across a host range, while a

local optimum maximizes fitness in a particular host type Fj.

Naturally, divergent selective pressures on specific parasite

traits get resolved depending on the relative densities of host

types and their contributions to the transmission cycle of the

pathogen. When certain host classes participate very little in

the transmission cycle, the optimal global strategy of the parasite

(e.g. antigen archive structure) will be closer to the local optima

in the other classes.

(e) Quantifying host heterogeneity
The importance of host heterogeneity in parasite dynamics and

evolution has received increasing attention in recent years, both

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 2. Antigenic variation dynamics integrated within a transmission framework. (a) Within-host parasite dynamics combined with (b) transmission potential,
b(t), and (c) host survival probability, w(t), yield parasite fitness from a single infection. The colours in the top graph depict individual antigen variants growing
in the host. Here F ¼

Ð
bðtÞwðtÞdt ¼ 757:24: Parameter values as in the electronic supplementary material, tables S1 – S2 with: Kmax ¼ K ¼ C ¼ 1012,

T ¼ 4000, h ¼ 3, Nblocks ¼ 22, e ¼ 0.001, m ¼ 8.8 � 1023.5.
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empirically and through theoretical models. Usually, the focus is

on only one trait, or dimension of variability, although the actual

diversity often spans multiple axes. Rather than considering

changes in infection kinetics parameters between hosts in an iso-

lated manner, neglecting possible correlations between them, it

may be more appropriate and convenient to consider these

characteristics as inter-dependent or directly linked to a host

trait. Size is a key trait and important axis of variability between

species, since it allometrically scales with many important phys-

iological characteristics, such as metabolic rate, complexity, body

temperature and lifespan [37]. Larger hosts are expected to have

longer life expectancy, higher blood volume, smaller reproductive

rate and lower population densities when compared with smaller

host species.

Motivated by recent uses of allometric scaling to describe

certain quantitative aspects of within-host and between-host

infection dynamics [38–41], we extend our models, to study

how host body mass (W ) modulates the fitness effects of the

parasite antigen archive. As an example, in calculating within-

host parasite fitness F(W ), based on allometry, we assume that:

(i) the within-host carrying capacity is proportional to host

blood volume, thus to its mass W; (ii) natural host mortality

scales as W21/4 [37]; (iii) the per capita increase in host mortality

from one parasite cell scales also as W21/4 [40]; and (iv) other

kinetics parameters, including immune response and parasite

intrinsic growth rate are host size-invariant [38]. Despite these

assumptions being inevitably simplistic, such an approach

opens the way to new insight and interesting questions about

the macro-forces governing the evolutionary dynamics of

multi-host parasites and their immune evasion strategies.
3. Results
Applying the above modelling framework to the antigenic

variation system of African trypanosomes, we explore how

the infection characteristics mediated by the structure of the

antigen archive affect parasite fitness (transmission potential)

beyond the single host (figure 2). Trypanosome hosts often

differ in many traits: their resistance to infection, the maxi-

mum parasite load they support (carrying capacity) or the

pathogenesis they experience [42–44]. A natural question

then is: how might such diversity of potential hosts impact

on the evolution of parasite archive traits, e.g. block size

and between-block connectivity? It is generally accepted
that parasites evolve to maximize their basic reproduction

number [45]. This may lead to specialization in a single host

species, using an archive that generates locally an optimal

infection profile. We, therefore, investigate how the structure

and differential expression of the archive can adapt to

maximize infection fitness F in a given host that displays a

particular set of parameters.
(a) Is there an optimal archive structure?
The within-host model reveals that when many variants grow

at the same time, their individual numbers are kept low by

density-dependent parasite differentiation, yielding sub-

optimal-specific immune responses and thus long parasite

persistence. The size of an antigen block (h), determining

the number of variants present in one parasitaemia wave,

thus plays a pivotal role in mediating the regimes of rapid

clearance and long persistence of a block, the latter leading

to stationary infection as opposed to an oscillating one [22].

In order for the parasite to balance transmission potential

with host mortality, there is an optimal antigen block size

(figure 3a). Keeping all epidemiological parameters fixed,

increasing h initially increases fitness, as the additional trans-

mission obtained by longer parasite persistence outweighs

the disadvantage caused by higher host mortality. However,

further increases in block size lead to loss of variant-specific

control and persistence of all variants, which can reduce host

survival by a larger amount than it increases transmission

probability, a trade-off that renders within-host fitness

maximal at an intermediate value of h, the optimal block size

hopt. This effect is owing to the saturating nature of the trans-

mission function, typical of vector-borne pathogens: as long

as the number of parasites exceeds the transmission threshold,

their exact number does not matter [31–33]. Thus, the excess

parasite load above the transmission threshold, gained after a

certain block size, acts only against the parasite.

In contrast to the single block size, a peak in parasite fitness

as a function of the number of archive blocks is not found, there

is no optimal Nblocks. Increasing the number of blocks increases

within-host parasite fitness in a saturating manner, up to the

point when further blocks of variants do not produce any

additional gains in transmission (figure 3b). This maximal

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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fitness and the rate at which it is approached depend primarily

on host natural and parasite-induced mortality. Intuitively, this

is because the marginal effect of each new block of variants on

parasite transmission declines as host survival probability

declines. Archive modularity is most advantageous to the para-

site early in infection, and more so if each individual block wave

is relatively short (e.g. fast immune activation, high clearance

rate, illustrated in the electronic supplementary material, S3).

Later in infection, expression of additional blocks leads to smal-

ler increases in fitness and is more advantageous if each block

wave is longer. In general, once some level of archive modular-

ity is reached, further expansion of the number of blocks does

not contribute to within-host parasite fitness.

Between-block switch rate is responsible for the gener-

ation, temporal separation and asynchrony between blocks

of parasite variants. The average ratio of between-block

switch rates and within-block switch rates (e) specifies the

relative ease of accessing antigenic novelty within one

group of genes versus across groups. If between-block

switch rate is too low, demographic stochasticity combined

with a limited reproduction potential in the ongoing block

wave, prevents the next block from being generated [22]. If

instead switching between blocks is very rapid, consecutive

blocks appear in the same infection peak. Thus, there is an

optimal between-/within-block switch ratio, where within-

host parasite fitness is maximized at a balance between

stochastic generation and temporal separation of variants

(figure 3c).
(b) What factors shape the optimum?
A notable feature of hopt is that for high virulence levels,

small variations away from this optimum have a strong

impact on fitness (figure 3a), indicating that the cost of

expressing a block size above or below the optimum is very

large. Importantly, small increases in block size from hopt

have a smaller effect on parasite fitness than small decreases,

thus there may be marked pressure for block size not to be

deficient. Interestingly, when the per capita host mortality

induced by a single parasite is small, parasite fitness is con-

siderably higher in a stationary infection scenario mediated

by large antigen block sizes, than in an oscillatory infection

(small block sizes), despite the larger overall parasite

burden in the former. By contrast, when parasite-induced

host mortality is high, infection fitness is higher if the block

size is small, yielding an oscillatory infection (see the

electronic supplementary material, S3).
Of several factors that might select for single block size,

the strength of variant-specific versus density-dependent

control within the host is most crucial. The more immune-

competent the host, the larger the blocks it can control, and

a parasite adapting to such a host breed or species must

increase the size of its blocks. For example, in a large host

where the ratio between the carrying capacity and the antigen

detection threshold K/C is 1, the optimal block size seems

to be 43 variants, but if the antigen detection threshold

decreases relatively by 50 per cent, increasing specific

immune control in that host, the optimal block size for the

antigen archive increases to 67 (e.g. electronic supplementary

material, figure S7a). Interestingly, host–parasite coevolution

could drive towards compensatory increases in efficiency of

immunity (lower threshold for detection of antigen) and in

antigen block size. For a parasite such as the trypanosome,

facing a broad host-range and therefore heterogeneity in

immune-competence, a larger size for antigen gene blocks

may be selected predominantly by the more competent

hosts. If such an optimal archive trait can be acquired at no

physiological cost, the parasite should evolve towards hopt,

when adaptation to these hosts prevails. However, if

additional synchronization in variant expression comes

with intrinsic costs, the parasite may not be able to evolve

towards the optimal block size. In that scenario, immune-

competent hosts may constrain single block size evolution

and confer sub-optimal fitness to the parasite. Moreover, a

pathogen that has evolved one block size could be hyperviru-

lent in a second host species that is less immune-competent,

such hypervirulence being driven by over-riding selection

in the dominant host species.

When the size of a single block is moderate, it is exactly

the number of such blocks that determines the distinction

between an acute (single parasitaemia peak) and chronic

infection (multiple peaks). The relative gain in parasite fitness

owing to shifting from a short to a long infection is indeed

larger in tolerant than in sensitive hosts. Furthermore, the

number of blocks Nblocks interacts also with the differentiation

rate, modulated by the within-host carrying capacity K.

The distinction in parasite fitness between a severe acute

(Nblocks ¼ 1, large K ) and a mild chronic (Nblocks . 1, small

K ) infection is dependent on the vector transmission

threshold (see the electronic supplementary material, S3).

As the transmission threshold increases, requiring higher

parasite loads to infect the vector, parasite fitness tends to

favour the severe acute infection versus the mild chronic

one. It is thus conceivable that the transmission threshold,

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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an intrinsic property of the vector, can also play a role in the

coevolution of these two parasite traits: the number of archive

blocks and slender-to-stumpy differentiation rate.

Regarding the rate of between-block switching, we

observe that its optimal value is reduced if the replication

potential of a single block increases, for example, if the delay

in immune response activation and/or within-host carrying

capacity increases. A larger delay implies longer duration

of the first block wave before clearance, whereas higher carry-

ing capacity yields a higher peak. Since stochastic variant

generation depends directly on the number of replicating

cells in the ongoing block wave, new blocks emerge more

easily when the absolute growth limit set by the within-host

carrying capacity is higher, and the parasite can then afford

to switch more slowly (e.g. electronic supplementary material,

figure S7b).

If the carrying capacity is fixed, it is the partitioning of the

parasite population between reproductive and transmissive

stages within a block that matters. The transmission-

reproduction ratio within a block affects not only current

transmission, but also future transmission by indirectly

altering the rate of antigen turnover for future blocks, as

has been noted earlier [46]. To optimize the progression of

antigenic variation within a host and ensure onward trans-

mission, the parasite must adopt intermediate rates of

switching between blocks and an intermediate ratio between

reproductive and transmissive stages (see the electronic

supplementary material, S3).

Between-/within-block switch ratio (e) impacts also on the

parameter regime for which a large block size is favoured over

a small one. For example, as e increases and we move from no

subsequent block generation, to block separation and to block

overlap, the virulence range favouring stationary infection, as

opposed to an oscillatory one (i.e. large block size), first

decreases and then increases, tending to a constant. This

suggests that the fitness benefits from expressing a given

block size, h, are maximal for an intermediate value of

between-block switch rate, and highlights the interdependence

between different antigen archive parameters.
(c) When factors covary: the influence of host body size
In the allometrically scaled model, where host parameters

such as tolerance to infection and parasite carrying capacity

vary together, we find that as the size of the host increases,

within-host parasite fitness first increases, owing to the

lower pathogenesis rates and better host survival. However,

if the host size increases further, the corresponding increase

in carrying capacity and antigen turnover rate reduces

within-host fitness as the archive is expressed too quickly,

shortening the overall infection. This reduction in the trans-

mission window of the parasite is apparently larger than

the benefit of lower pathogenesis in larger hosts, although

the exact magnitude of this effect is likely to depend on the

precise scaling involved. However, for a parasite with a

broad range of hosts of different sizes, there seems to be an

optimal intermediate size of host, in which to maximally

exploit a given archive (see the electronic supplementary

material, S4).

Our results further show that the sensitivity of within-host

fitness, F, to changes in the number of blocks, Nblocks and the

ratio of between- and within-block switch rates (e) increases

with host body size, suggesting that the evolutionary dynamics
of these parasite antigen archive parameters should exhibit

tight coupling to this host trait. Under the assumption that

the basic kinetics of processes in immune systems are scale-

invariant (e.g. the antigen detection threshold, relative to

within-host carrying capacity, does not change with host

size), the sensitivity of F to the size of a single block (h) in

the archive should remain generally host size independent.

We expect at least two ways in which the archive may

evolve in adapting to larger size hosts: more blocks of

variants and more separation between them. A plausible

explanation for the large size and modular structure of the

extant trypanosome antigen archive may partly be the large

selection pressure for these archive traits, coming typically

from large hosts, dominant in the transmission cycle of this

parasite. Indeed, the exceptionally broad host range might

contribute to the fact that the number of antigen genes in

the trypanosome archive vastly exceeds that of other para-

sites, particularly when the added effect of combinatorial

creation of mosaic expressed genes is considered.
4. Discussion
(a) Linking scales in antigenic variation
Here, we used a nested modelling framework to illustrate, for

trypanosomes, the role that the antigen archive structure

plays in determining parasite success in a single host and

how this could affect between-host dynamics. A trade-off

between transmission and virulence naturally arises in the

context of antigenic variation and intermediate values for

the size of antigen blocks and between-block switch rates

appear optimal. Theoretical models have long postulated

that parasites might evolve intermediate levels of viru-

lence [47–49], differentiation between parasite reproductive

and transmission stages [50,51] or mutation rates [52].

Extending these ideas to a novel context, the antigen archive

structure as an important pathogen trait under natural selection,

we explored alternative strategies for fitness optimization in

antigenically varying pathogens.

Although our study highlights the qualitative influence of

antigen archive parameters on parasite fitness and its links

across biological scales, a more quantitative approach is

needed in the future. For example, establishing the precise

functional dependence of parasite transmission potential on

archive structure (h, Nblocks, e) as a whole, taking into account

possible covariance and interactions between its components

remains a challenge. Our baseline formulation assumed that

cross-reactive immunity does not contribute significantly.

An important avenue for further exploration is the interaction

between cross-immunity and immune exhaustion in deter-

mining the success of a given antigen archive structure, as

it has been recently recognized that these phenomena

might play a key role in persistent infections [53].

Antigenically varying parasites are subject to a diverse

range of selection pressures, one of which is the immune

memory of their hosts at the population level. Previous

studies, focusing on repertoire composition and the antigenic

features of particular variants, have explained the main-

tenance of parasite strains with non-overlapping antigen

repertoires as a result of such pressures [54]. More recently,

embedding explicitly the within-host dynamics in between-

host transmission and considering variation in dominance

among variant surface antigens, the complex multi-layered

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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population dynamics created by reinfection, population turn-

over and antigenic diversity has also been addressed with

individual-based models for malaria [55,56]. Similar mechan-

isms could play a role also in trypanosomes, although the

size of their genomic antigen repertoire and ability to gener-

ate novel VSG over single infections greatly surpasses that of

P. falciparum, reducing the pressure for non-overlapping

structure at the strain level. Differently from malaria para-

sites, in trypanosomes reinfection and its epidemiology

have not yet been quantified in detail empirically.

Although host reinfection is not currently considered by

our models, our primary focus being the structure of the anti-

gen archive, more positive effects of archive expansion and

modularity are expected to feedback if the parasite reinfects

partially immune hosts. This is true for Plasmodium [26] but

could also apply to trypanosomes. Since larger size and gen-

erally more tolerant hosts are likely to have been exposed to a

larger proportion of the archive over any single infection,

their reinfection would be facilitated by expression of new

antigens. Thus, hosts with greater immune memory could

select for more antigenic variability of the pathogen, either

by selecting for additional new blocks in the archive, or for

smaller blocks that would limit exposure diversity. Previous

research has linked the divergent selective pressures from

hosts of different immune memory to some pathogen varia-

bility in age-class bias, reproductive rate and antigenic

variation [57,58]. By analogy, the divergent selective forces

from hosts of different size could be related to differences

between trypanosome strains in host-bias and antigen archive

structure or composition, an area awaiting future studies.

Regardless of such limitations, our models point to var-

ious top-down factors that can act as evolutionary drivers

for different structural aspects of the antigen archive

(table 2), reinforcing the importance of host heterogeneity

in parasite evolutionary dynamics [59,60]. The magnitudes

of these selection pressures will inevitably depend on host

demography such as relative abundances between host

types (see the electronic supplementary material, S4 for an

example), host susceptibilities and ecological factors such as

contact rates with the vector, which have been shown to

affect the evolution of multi-host pathogens [36], but yet

remain a challenge empirically. Naturally, divergent selection
on components of antigen repertoires would have to be

resolved depending on such differential contributions to the

transmission cycle of the pathogen.

(b) Rethinking pathogen evolution
Despite the emphasis on trypanosomes, our study suggests

that there are general larger-scale consequences of parasite

genetic architecture that influence within-host and between-

host population dynamics. Indeed, the selection forces that

shape the parasite genome are likely to be determined pri-

marily by these larger-scale processes. The optimal way in

which parasites should structure their antigen archive is

dependent on between-host dynamics and the ecological

and epidemiological factors driving them. The results of

these processes lie encrypted within the contemporary para-

site genomes that we study today. In this post-genomic era,

we are able to deduce details of parasite genome architecture

that govern the generation of antigenic novelty within and

between hosts, and the factors possibly constraining this pro-

cess at the genetic level. It might be that certain antigen

archive traits are too hard to develop genetically, and that

alternative life-history traits, such as reproductive restraint [61],

or sensitivity to differentiation [62], could evolve instead in

order to yield equivalent fitness benefits to the parasite. The

difficulty is that we do not know what life-history alternatives

are available to pathogens, and unless those options are

known, prediction of their adaptive value is hard.

Increasing knowledge of parasite genetic details will enable

integration of population dynamics and genetic processes, and

the synthesis should stimulate new approaches to how we

think about within- and between-host pathogen population

dynamics. As these higher-level processes exert profound

selective pressures on the structure and use of antigen archives,

uncovering the inter-dependencies across different levels of

biological organization becomes key to understanding how

parasites have evolved to be the way they are.
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